
SARAH LAWRENCE APPLICATION ESSAY

Sarah Lawrence offers four different application cycles. required materials to complete their application; students may
also submit the optional components to .

Sarah Lawrence College Supplemental Essay Guide Sarah Lawrence College Application Essay Question
Explanations The Requirements: 1 essay of words Supplemental Essay Type s : Why , Activity Optional: We
know that there may be elements of who you are as a person and student that you may not feel are conveyed
fully in the other sections of this application. Whether scientists, intellectuals, artists, scholars, or writers, all
Sarah Lawrence students are creative, critical thinkers and seek innovation in their chosen fields. Sarah
Lawrence will teach me how to make this difference. First-year students may apply through one of the
following: Early Action Early Action is a non-binding application cycle. I am fascinated by literature. Early
Decision applicantsâ€”along with a parent or guardian and your school counselorâ€”must sign the Early
Decision Agreement, which indicates your intention to enroll in Sarah Lawrence College if admitted. About
Emma Harrington. The Application All first-year applicants must submit the following required materials to
complete their application; students may also submit the optional components to supplement their application.
They make up a community of learners committed to and passionate about intellectual and creative growth
and innovation. When I make commitments I follow through; when I was five I decided that I wanted to try
karate, eleven years later I received my black belt. I am intelligent, hard-working and I love to create. In a
word essay in English , tell us what it is about the College and its unique educational structure that leads you
to think that you will be a good fit. Throughout my childhood my interest in reading has grown like scotch
broom by the freeway. In words, tell us about an independent research project or creative work that you would
like to design as part of your academic experience. Please use the links below to learn more about applying to
Sarah Lawrence. Sarah Lawrence offers four different application cycles. Rather than requiring students to
choose one area of study , the College encourages students to study across disciplines to both explore and
combine their multiple interests. Sarah Lawrence College reads and reviews every application
comprehensively in order to enroll a student body representative of as many backgrounds, experiences, and
perspectives as possible. Sarah Lawrence would also benefit from having me as a student. I enjoy starting with
a blank page and filling it with words until they flow over its edges. I will read absolutely anything. So our
best advice: be vulnerable and be specific. Sarah Lawrence wants to know about your life beyond the
classroom and how you will contribute to diversity, equity, and inclusion on their campus.


